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Hillary Speaking:

I hope you like my new youthful look. Telling the truth and unburdening one’s
conscience seems to reverse aging. The rest of the political establishment should try it
some time.

And coming up is a picture of me, Hillary, before telling the truth and confessing my sins. While I am
at it, I will tell you and Biden’s and Trumps sins.
You can see in this video the transformation that takes place by coming clean. I hope some other
politicians try it.

Picture: Of Hillary before transformation to AOC aka Sarah

On to more serious business:
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As an insider on information generally not available to the public, among other things, I want to tell
you about two apocalyptic events coming to all of us, which make coming clean on my role in our
likely demise more urgent.
Coming clean and being transparent is something career politicians seldom do, so before the coming
apocalyptic events, I will also tell the truth for the current two major figures in politics.
Besides confessing my sins, it will be easy to confess Joe Biden’s at the same time, since he, as Vice
President Joe Biden, stood shoulder to shoulder with me on all these deadly decisions.
Trump has, in a relatively short time managed to exceed Joe’s and my malfeasance by magnitudes,
so, I might as well confess his sins also.

Picture: of trump, biden

Trumps sins are a super set of mine and Joe’s. Trump has managed to repeat our bad deeds and
added destroying the air, water, food and climate we depend on to live and thrive, to his agenda. Did
I forget to mention the shredding nine of the ten amendments in the Bill of Rights of our constitution?

Pictures: back to work and cut environ regs, trump cutting head of statue of liberty, destroying earth
with his breath
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Pictures: who needs regulations, unregulated emissions cartoon, greatest threat facing us
It is important to get a good night’s sleep so you can fully experience the despair of everyday life
under Trump.
First the big confession that would have changed the course of history, in a better way. I should have
done this during the 2016 Democratic convention. I wanted to do the right thing and ask the
delegates to elect Bernie Sanders as the Presidential nominee and I hoped he would have agreed
that I should be his Vice Presidential running mate, but the consult-talkcracy, which surrounds me,
and the billionaire oligarchs who paid my way, said, “no way”.

Picture: Bernie
I know with this pronouncement, all my supporters in the board rooms of America’s multi-national
corporations are muttering how it is getting harder to buy a politician that will not throw you a curve.
But hey, all those $250,000 a speech fees I got were great tax write-offs for your corporations, and
you can flee to one of your many houses spread across the globe. Sorry guys, but here are the
reasons I should have conceded to Bernie Sanders:
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All the national polls, even the ones commissioned by the major media, which did everything to
suppress Bernie’s campaign, showed that Bernie would clearly defeat Trump and I would have had a
more difficult time defeating Trump.
Looking back at the 2016 election and quoting:
“The NBC News/SurveyMonkey Weekly Election Tracking Poll found that if the 2016 presidential
election were held today, 53 to 40 percent of voters would elect Sanders over Donald Trump—which
is more than double the margin that Hillary Clinton holds over the presumptive Republican nominee.”
Even though my very good friends like Deborah Wasserman Shultz, then chair of the Democratic
National Committee, and friends in the major media pulled every dirty trick to derail Bernie’s
campaign he still ranked way ahead of me in the national polling match-up against Trump.

Picture: Deborah Wasserman Shultz

I did not want to help the Democratic Party commit suicide by nominating me.
I am thinking of my daughter’s generation, who voted overwhelmingly for Bernie and not for me.
Bernie was their last hope, since he, unlike me, is not beholden to the corporations and individuals
destroying our air, water, food. In addition, the banks that have this generation deeply in debt with
student loans above market rates.

Picture: youth vote colorful bar graph.
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Now here we are in 2020, and there were a few Presidential Candidates with enough overlap in
values and policies to Bernie, that sanity should have compelled the Democratic Party oligarchy and
major media establishment to not commit the same mistake as in 2016, and propel Joe Biden to the
front runner position. Unfortunately, bad history has repeated itself, in a time of great need not to
repeat the same errors.
I also want to take this opportunity to come clean about failed policies and actions.
Bernie is against all the things I pushed on the world, when I was Secretary of State, like our extreme
and dirty extractive technologies like fracking, which contaminates the water tables we need for
drinking and irrigation, and the genetically modified crops that my friends at Monsanto (now owned by
Bayer) use to monopolize and weaken the food system.

Bernie does not have the blood on his hands that I do. I refused to call the military overthrow of the
Honduran government a coup, and supported them with more military aid, which emboldened the
military to assassinate many peaceful activists, like Goldman Environmental prize winner Berta
Cáceres.
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Picture: Berta Caceres
Admittedly, I got foreign policy advice from Henry Kissinger, who is considered a war criminal in some
countries. I have encouraged military aid to most regimes, in Central and South America and the
then corrupt government in Mexico, who killed as many innocent civilians as the drug gangs they are
supposed to be stopping. Of course, every attempt to elect a reform candidate in Central American
countries ends up being a fraudulent one and returns the same corrupt cast of characters to power. I
endorsed these fraudulent election results since they support the multi-national corporations, who
have contributed heavily to my campaigns and to my husband’s. Honduras is the shinning example
of failed policy, as well as the recent coup that took place in Bolivia.

Picture: Henry Kissinger

Picture: USA facilitated overthrown Zelaya

No wonder we have a flood of illegal immigrants from our southern borders. The citizens of those
countries will do anything to escape the deadening poverty and violence, which I helped create by
supporting the overthrow of democratically elected governments, and by supporting fraudulent
elections all over the globe. In the last two years, the vast majority of illegal migrants crossing our
southern border comes from El Salvador, Honduras and Guatemala, countries that we have
destabilized. It should be noted that a Pew Research study indicates that now more Mexicans return
to live in Mexico than cross into the US border illegally.
Comparatively fewer Nicaraguans attempt the illegal crossings of our Southern border. Even though
we have attempted, unsuccessfully, in recent years, to destabilize that progressive elected
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government, via the CIA masquerading as NGO’s. We use US agencies such as U.S.A.I.D., and The
Office of Transition Initiatives, these agencies in Latin America serve the US government via the CIA
on hi-tech propaganda and destabilization programs in both Nicaragua and Cuba.
Largely, the same destabilizing techniques are used on Venezuela. Venezuela is one of the few
countries that has large oil reserves and acts independently, so our government illegally seizes or
impounds their assets, approximately 7 billion dollars’ worth so far. Additionally, we cut them off from
financial markets in an attempt to force the government to accept a compliant American puppet
(Guaidó), who will allow our governments exploitation of their natural resources. Of course, we
cannot easily do the same to Russia, China or France, since they are nuclear armed and have
militaries not under our thumb.

Picture Guaido

Picture:

Trump

Picture: Looks like Venezuela …

As many as 40,000 people may have died in Venezuela as a result of US sanctions, that made it
harder for ordinary citizens to access food, medicine, and medical equipment, detailed in a new report
published by the Centre for Economic and Policy Research (as of April 2019)
I can see Trump is trying to one-up my deadly decisions, with his appointments of the twins of torture
and evil in foreign policy: Elliot Abrams (a convicted criminal) and John Bolton, now replaced with
another ultra-hawk Robert O’Brien. Elliot Abrams is busy orchestrating maleficence south of our
border and O’Brien, in Iran. These three have never seen a corrupt dictatorship they did not like.
The key to surviving a covert or an overt attempt by the US to overthrow a country’s government is to
give US corporations almost unlimited access to your natural resources and/or be a major buyer of
US arms sales, such as Saudi Arabia.

Picture: Elliot Abrams Picture: John Bolton

Picture Bolton cartoon
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Picture

Robert O’Brien

Hopefully the person some call the “Bernie Sanders of Mexico,” Andrés Manuel López Obrador
(AMLO), who won a hard to steal vote will not be assassinated or deposed via corrupt means, given
that the multinationals, who donated to me and even more to Trump want him gone. Hopefully, he
will be able to implement some of his reform programs to mitigate some of the inequality in Mexico.
Some may remember AMLO won the 2006 election but in an obvious soft coup the US supported the
major fraud that took place during the vote count, and Calderón was selected by the elites and
indirectly by the USA as President. 60,000 people were killed by the end of his administration via the
American tax payer supported phony drug war. So far, 132 reform candidates have been murdered
in recent Mexican elections, many with the help of US tax-payer money. The ties between the
Mexican Army, which we largely fund, and the drug cartels are well documented. I was very much
part of this deadly use of taxpayer dollars, and Trump continues the slaughter.

Picture: President of Mexico Obrador

Picture: They invade 98% of….
It is the harvest of our empire, coming back to haunt us.

These are some of the countries we have overthrown and replaced their democracies with military
dictatorships or close equivalents, and Pence’s hypocritical statement.
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Picture: Pence’s hypocrisy: Above: Some of the countries we have overthrown yielding a worst outcome for
their citizens and the US. In Cuba’s case an attempted overthrow, not yet successful.

The Costs of War Project at Brown University found more than 800,000 people have been killed since
U.S. forces began fighting in Afghanistan, Iraq, Syria, Pakistan and Yemen, at a cost of $6.4 trillion to
U.S. taxpayers. “The U.S. has played a disproportionate role in waging war, in launching war and in
perpetuating war over the last 19 years,” says report co-author David Vine, a professor of
anthropology at American University.
The report found that, in total, at least 37 million people have been displaced in just eight of the most
violent wars that the United States has either launched or participated in since 2001. That’s
Afghanistan, Pakistan, Iraq, Somalia, Yemen, Libya, Syria and the Philippines. And that’s a very
conservative estimate. The project found that the actual total could be up to 48 to 59 million.
The United States currently has about 800 military bases in around 80 foreign countries and
territories. This is more bases than any nation in world history. Does America need to be spending
$740 billion a year to defend itself. Could we be spending this money in better ways to defend
ourselves? And what needs, drastic, dramatic, pressing needs, human needs, are being neglected
because we are pouring hundreds of billions of dollars into this war machine on a yearly basis?
They do not make American Generals like Smedley Butler anymore. At the time of his death (1940)
the most decorated Marine in US history, after retiring wrote the book “War is a Racket”.
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Picture: Smedley Butler
defend

Picture Smedley Buter on what to

picture: war at the budget table
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Picture: Tulsi Gabbard statement, Picture Gabbard in uniform US Congress Rep. from Hawaii,
Presidential candidate ignored by major media
As far as the Mexican President surviving and being able to implement change, he should remember
the serious joke from the former Ecuadorian President Correa: “Why will there never be a coup d'état
in the United States? "Because it doesn't have an American embassy". This joke got repeated when
Correa discovered Ecuadorian high-ranking military and police officers were being paid by the US
embassy to spy on the Ecuadorian government and do the bidding of the US government.
The new President of Ecuador, Lenín Moreno, has become a puppet of the US. After Vice President
Pence arranged a $4.2 billion IMF loan for Ecuador, Moreno expelled Wikileaks founder Julian
Assange from Ecuador’s embassy in London, to face a fate worst then death in the US.
Past President Correa is now being persecuted for not genuflecting to the US. Ecuador is now back
in the stable of US banana republics.

Picture Pence and Moreno

Picture Past President Correa

It is likely that in secret, high ranking Mexican military and police are being paid by the Trump
administration. President Obrador suspects this, and he must periodically genuflect to Trump’s
demands in order to survive.
My support of Obama's policies in the Middle East, have been even more disastrous. Obama and I
were the principal architects of the overthrow of Libya and the attempted overthrow of Syria, which
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were dictatorships, but each had relatively stable economies, and provided free education and
healthcare to their citizens.

Picture: Libya before and after
Our attempts at regime change in Iraq, Afghanistan, Syria, and Libya have caused one of the largest
destabilizing mass migrations to Europe, and created a very deadly turn in Syria, with the US and
Russia launching a proxy war. You know, Syria, our friend in the recent past and the country we
used for “extraordinary renditions” on suspects we wanted tortured in the most extreme way, by the
Assad regime. One infamous case was Mahaer Arar, a totally innocent Canadian renditioned to Syria
at New York’s JFK airport and tortured almost to death before we discovered he was totally innocent,
and a mistaken identity had occurred.
The films Rendition and Extraordinary Rendition are based on the case.

Picture: Extraordinary Rendition Picture Rendition films
All of this with the help of one of our favorite dictatorships in the Middle East: Saudi Arabia, which has
beheaded more of its citizens than ISIS, and created one of the worst civilian humanitarian crises in
the world in Yemen, with our help. Also, the Saudi’s tortured and killed an American journalist with
impunity, and as a courtesy extended by Trump to the Saudi Crown Prince, he refused to condemn it
and vetoed the Congressional resolution to withdraw our support for the Saudi war in Yemen. Also,
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the Trump regime never mentions Loujain al-Hathloul, who is a young woman being tortured and
imprisoned for driving before the Crown Prince’s decree permitting women to drive. Trump never
mentions the beheading of the innocent student destined to an American University because he was
part of pro-democracy protests when he was 14 years old.

Picture: Loujain still in prison being tortured for driving. Trump and Prince Mohammed bin Salman. Saudi Murdered US
Journalist Jamal Khashoggi, Saudi beheading of student convicted of pro-democracy demonstration.

Our CIA was involved in the United Arab Emirates (UAE) and Saudi Arabian torture of captured
Yemenis. Our attempts at regime change have been a terrorist creating machine. All the young men
displaced by the bombings, and our torture of their relatives, are ripe pickings for ISIS and other
similar groups.
It should be mentioned that Trump vetoed a rare bi-partisan bill that would have stopped military aid
to Saudi Arabia’s war against Yemen, due to the Saudi’s torture and murder of Washington Post
journalist Jamal Khashoggi on Turkish soil.
The North Korean dictatorship points to the chaos and hardship the US has caused in the Middle
East through attempted regime change, as what will happen to North Korea if its citizens do not
sacrifice so North Korea can nuclear arm itself.

Picture: What if I told you…..
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American consumption of other nation’s goods, gives our government great leverage, allowing us
to push our Allies around.
Progressive Americans ask me why countries like Germany continue to support the US, given the
Middle Eastern refugee crisis adversely affects them, which we have largely caused by our regime
change policies.
Look at our trade deficit with Germany, Canada, Mexico, and Japan to see how we “manage” their
policies. Blocking their exports to the US can be a major problem for their economies. Additionally,
our sanctions do the following: If a German company does any business with Iran or Venezuela, for
instance, we block them from doing business with American companies.

Picture: Consume trump

For 2019
Mexico - $615 billion traded with a $102 billion deficit
Canada - $612 billion traded with a $27 billion deficit
China - $559 billion traded with a $346 billion deficit
Japan - $218 billion traded with a $69 billion deficit
Germany - $188 billion traded with a $67 billion deficit
https://www.thebalance.com/trade-deficit-by-county-3306264
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Picture: Counties with most foreign debt
Major foreign holders of U.S. treasury securities as of March 2020: Japan and Mainland China

Why is it that we continue to support so many harsh dictatorships across the globe, some which we
then attempt to overthrow when they become too independent of our marching orders? In modern
times, this can partly be attributed to Henry Kissinger’s influence on both Republican and Democratic
administrations, specifically, his views and influence on power and keeping the dollar the dominant
currency; and, keeping America flush in essential raw materials it does not produce enough of
domestically. An essential element of this policy involves attempting to limit other superpowers, by
keeping Russian and Chinese influence in check. To Kissinger, and now Secretary of State Pompeo,
and former National Security Advisor Bolton, the cost in human misery, is justified if it keeps America
globally dominant.

Picture: trump, Pompeo, Bolton
All the major media attention to Russia’s meddling in our election, largely misses the real story of the
corruption in the 2016 election. The news bomb that Assange and Wikileaks gave the world starting
on October 7, 2016 , while the general election campaign was still in process, and which also showed
my campaign’s and the DNC’s, dirty tricks played on Bernie Sanders during the primary, had little to
no effect on shifting the polling that was constantly being done at the time.
I belatedly must admit I won the election against Trump:
The real story and the supreme irony of the 2016 election is that besides the popular vote, I likely won
the electoral total. Only a small amount of the American public knows this because I did not speak-up
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about the unambiguous election fraud in three, swing states. During the debates I walked right into
Trump’s smoke screen of claiming his campaign might suffer election vote manipulation. I responded
by claiming America’s elections have high integrity.
Unfortunately, history is repeating itself in 2020,Trump is repeating the same smoke screen about
voter fraud against him, and the Democrats and the major media are answering in the same way, that
Trumps claims of fraud are baseless. This sets the Democrats up for the Republican election fraud
that is being actively committed in favor of Trump. The more accurate, and informative way to
answer Trump’s deception is to say: “yes there is wide-spread election fraud, and it is being
committed by Republican officials in the following states …” and name the states.
In 2016, Trump advisors knew the voting process and vote counting process were both subject to
manipulation, and probably told him to raise the issue in order to cover for what they were doing to
falsely give him a win in North Carolina, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin. After election night, I learned
that in North Carolina the chance of the counting results deviating in Trump’s favor from the exit polls
by the amount they did, are approximately 18,000 to one. There are several websites detailing the
fraud in the 2016 election, one easy one to remember is SaveYourFreedoms.us

Picture: North Carolina Voter fraud curve
We cannot upset the markets in the interest of Democracy:
Numerous reasons stopped me from speaking up after the elections, but the biggest reason is that it
would strongly upset the financial markets for the world to know that there was likely major election
fraud in the US. The financing of the large American debt through the sale of Treasury Bonds to the
world and the strength of the dollar relies on the illusion that we have checks and balances and ruleof-law, which is predicated on fair elections and a democratic process existing in America. It is
considered very bad form for major presidential contenders in the American political system to cause
economic instability.
It is typical of the major media and politicians like myself to not delve into the complex problems of
our election system, which is increasingly fraught with voter roll purging of likely Democratic voters,
and the closing of polling places in high Latinx, Afro-American and Asian voting areas, these groups
are often Democratic voters.
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Some attention has been given to the problem of gerrymandering, but almost none to vote flipping in
electronic voting systems with no paper ballot audit procedure in place.
“..About a quarter of our voting machines in the United States, very stupidly, don’t have paper trails..said."
former CIA Director Woolsey – December 2016.
Who committed the likely electronic vote count fraud in the three swing states that cost me the
election? It is unlikely that Trump directly knew about it. Those of us at the top of the ticket are
always given “plausible deniability” by our loyal upper echelon. Pence’s fundamentalist supporters,
who knew Trump was not one of their own, were convinced by Pence that Trump would stuff the
courts with their ilk. Pence is well connected to the small group of Republican dominated electronic
voting machine manufactures, who can rig the count through software updates etc.
Three companies control the US market for voting machines: ES&S (formerly Diebold) 55%,
Dominion 30%, and Hart 15%.
If you want to see a detailed examination of ES&S, and its potential roll in helping Trump in 2020
Check:
https://www.propublica.org/article/the-market-for-voting-machines-is-broken-this-company-hasthrived-in-it
and
https://columbusfreepress.com/article/diebold-indicted-its-spectre-still-haunts-ohio-elections

picture: Pence at IDC
Picture: Diebold

picture: Todays conservative Picture Stalin
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picture founders ESS

Picture: Council for National Policy

Now we are heading for another coup, with Trump stealing the election in these toss-up states where
the elections apparatus is controlled by Republicans: Florida (FL), Georgia (GA), North Carolina (NC),
Ohio (OH), and Arizona (AZ).
Plus, lean Democratic states Wisconsin (WI) and Michigan (MI), which have Republicans in control of
the vote count.

from https://www.270towin.com
Picture: 270towin map

Picture: Wisconsin rigged maps quote
Trump keeps speaking against mail-in ballots, filing lawsuits in an attempt to limit voting by mail, and
is in the process of destroying the postal system, because he knows mail-in ballots increase voter
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turn-out. Any increase in voter turn-out tends to favor Democrats. Trump recently appointed a new
Postmaster General, Louis DeJoy, who is a high donor to the Republican Party, and now in the
process of completing a major destruction of the US Mail service. The plan is to completely control
and slow it down so that vote-by-mail will not work.
Below are two websites that look at polling from an electoral college perspective.
https://projects.fivethirtyeight.com/polls
https://www.270towin.com/
Remember it is not the popular vote that counts, which Biden, like I did, will win by a wide margin. It
is electoral votes that count. If Trump’s campaign cheats in a big way, enough to win, then the major
media will roll over in the interest of market stability and never question the corruption of the election
systems. We will thus have another soft coup, as we did in 2016.
Even with the Republican control of vote counting, polling places and voter purges, in critical swing
states, given that Biden is currently so far ahead, it may not give Trump the electoral vote. Or it may
result in 268 to 268 electoral vote count, or Biden could get over the 270 required electoral votes. In
any of these scenarios the violence could start. Trump will never concede the election if the electoral
vote goes against him, and his supporters are armed and dangerous. Everything indicates November
2020 will likely be a dangerous time in America. Trump is already preparing to litigate the results.

Two good current films on the problems and solutions for the American Election Systems:
Kill Chain: The Cyber War on America's Elections (very current HBO film)
The Best Democracy Money Can Buy: The Case Of The Stolen Election

Picture: Kill Chain film

Picture Greg Palast film

Picture trump and protectors

Civil war? Who has the most guns?
I know there is talk of a violent civil war in America, and most of this chatter is on the internet from
heavily armed right-wing groups, who support Trump. Recently it is being discussed openly in the
journal Foreign Policy by others including former US Army Special Forces, and State Department
member, Keith Mines, who believes there is a 60% chance of a civil war in the USA within ten years.
Even though polling shows that the majority of Americans do not support Trump, it should be
remembered that Trump supporters are more armed than non-Trump supporters. Polling shows
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military service members are evenly split on Trump. And police departments are more supportive of
Trump than the military (currently over 800,000 police). Trump has cemented his support by
increased funding to police departments. Trump is preparing for results of the dystopia he is creating.
Progressives be careful if you hope for an armed revolution.

Picture: Keith Mines: America Is Heading Towards A Second Civil War - National Compass
Trump seems to be preparing on several fronts for an armed struggle in November e2020. On the
fronts that has gotten some publicity, is the possible dress rehearsal of troops being sent to American
cities like Portland and Seattle. Unmarked cars and kidnapping techniques were used to capture
protesters far from the Federal Buildings they are supposed to be guarding.
On a front less recognized, Trump is attempting to declare the Antifa (aka Anti-fascist movement) as
a terrorist organization, since they tend to counter in an aggressive way, the armed right-wing and
white supremist groups that support him. On this list of armed groups and their cyber hangouts that
support Trump:
Atomwaffen Division
The Klan
Patriot Prayer
Proud Boys
Boogaloo Bois
Oath Keepers
Three Percenters
Order of Nine Angles (ONA or O9A)
League of the South (LOS)
QAnon
The Base
Accelerationism (concept)
8chan, 4chan (cyber hang-out of the above groups)
These groups are the gorilla army (the brown-shirts from Hitler era) that will attack non-Trumpers in
the likely chaos of November 2020, if Trump is not selected.
On August 17, 2020 in Georgia, Michigan and Oregon some of the above groups started these violent
attacks.
Notice that:
The Anti-Defamation League (ADL) stated that, "it is important to reject attempts to claim equivalence
between the antifa and the white supremacist groups they oppose", noting that right-wing extremist
movements (in the list just shown) are much more violent and have been responsible for hundreds of
murders in the United States while " there have not been any known antifa-related murders. …”
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Of the above Trump supporting groups, who advocate violence, QAnon has recently come into
prominence:
Q has accused many liberal Hollywood actors, Democratic politicians, and high-ranking officials of
being members of an international child sex trafficking ring. Many QAnon adherents believe Donald
Trump is Q, who is working to save America. QAnon is related to the infamous Pizzagate conspiracy
theory and Trump supporters like Alex Jones. Recently several QAnon supporters won Republican
primaries and likely will win congressional seats.

Picture: QAnon guy
Pence

Picture: We are Q

Picture solder with Q badge and

Kiss your health and life good-bye:
The New York Times published a well-documented list in early May 2020, of 98 environmental
protective rules that, “The Trump Administration Is Reversing”. It is now more than 100 rules that
have been reversed.
Here is what America and the world face with Trump and the Republican machine that has been
enthroned due to the corruption in our election system and the distortions created by certain major
media owners: No President in modern times has been friendlier to the toxic industries that pollute
our water, air, and food and deplete our natural resource base. Trump’s recent decision to not set
legal limits on dangerous chemicals in drinking water is one of his many kill-American’s, policies.
This along with his USDA appointments putting no limits on horribly cruel and polluting confined
animal feeding operations (CAFOs).
Welcome to increased cancer and other health problems with decreased opportunities to escape.

Picture: Chickens, Pigs, and Cattle Confined Animal Feeding Operations (CAFO’s)
Given Trump’s hostility to climate science and his refusal to mitigate the man-made components of
climate change, it means, according to a credible set of climate scientists, there is an increasing
probability of an apocalyptic climate change in my lifetime, and I am 72 years old. According to these
scientists, who are experts in the release of methane hydrate in the arctic, the release is increasing.
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The likely cause of the mass extinction 250 million years ago in which 90% of all species died off, was
rapid release of methane via methane hydrate under the ice pack.
This “methane time bomb” is a non-gradual process and given the climate warming due to man-made
causes, it can occur at any time.
“Methane time bomb: Study warns of 'apocalyptic' release of Arctic methane”
https://www.sott.net/article/391835-Methane-time-bomb-Study-warns-of-apocalyptic-release-of-Arcticmethane
Not many Americans know that the average temperature on the earth’s surface would now be 97
degrees Fahrenheit if oceans had not absorbed 93% of the excess heat caused by man made global
warming. This in large part is why the Great Barrier Reef is dying and it plays a role, along with
overfishing in ocean fish stocks plummeting.
Even well-connected, well-to-do families like my own do not have a way out of this mass extinction of
humans and other animals. Unfortunately, Trump and some other world leaders, whose policies are
the major contributors to this looming problem, will have more of a chance of escaping this
apocalyptic event. The US and other countries political leaders have escape and survival scenarios
that are planned and funded in case of a nuclear war and the nuclear winter that will ensue. These
escape plans can be used for a methane-time-bomb climate change induced event.
Speaking of nuclear war and the immediate “nuclear winter” it would cause, Trump has recently
withdrawn the US from key nuclear treaties with Russia.

The often-quoted UN study showing that we have 12 years left appears to be in error according to
statements from James Anderson, a Harvard University professor of atmospheric chemistry. He says
that "the chance that there will be any permanent ice left in the Arctic after 2022 is essentially zero,".
Recovery is all but impossible, he argues,” without a World War II-style transformation of industry—an
acceleration of the effort to halt carbon pollution and remove it from the atmosphere, and a new effort
to reflect sunlight away from the earth's poles.”
Of course, some of these technologies are based geo-engineering climate-change mitigations will
also have harmful side-effects. Many military-industrial complex companies will make money off
them. A less harmful way is to just rapidly diminish emitting gases such as carbon dioxide and
methane, and to plant lots of trees to replace the ones that have been clear-cut for big agriculture’s
meat-based profit motives.

Picture: graph of human drivers climate

Picture: fire storm
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Picture: polar bear on ice bulb

Every Polluters Agency:
If an apocalyptic climate event occurs, it will be a painful death for most of us. Even if the earth
escapes this event, with Trump’s appointment of Scott Pruitt, and his successor as head of the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), now appropriately re-titled by scientists as “Every Polluters
Agency”, many of us will slowly be poisoned, since Trump’s policies are polluting the air we breathe,
the water we drink, and the food we eat.
A paraphrased quote of Utah Philips fits well here: The Earth is not dying it is being killed, including
your water, air, and food, which are being poisoned. The killers have names, faces and addresses,
and you and your children will be dying prematurely due to these people and the politicians they own.

Picture Utah Philips

Picture

Greta Thunber

Picture trump EPA plus

Rapture Based Politics – praise the Lord and pass the money:
Some progressive pundits believed the investigations of Trump and the impeachment attempt might
save the day. It should be remembered; the hard-core Christian right would like nothing better than to
have Vice President Pence elevated to President. This is the person Trump has charged with finding
many of the 600 federal appointments he is entitled to make, in addition to federal judges as they
retire. Pence is the point person and interface to the Christian right and the Christian Zionists, whose
core believe in the Rapture, whereby increasing chaos and environmental destruction, will accelerate
the end times, and all of us who do not fit in their mold will perish. Observers of the Rapture based
faithful, put their numbers at 40-50 million.
To reference an article in the Washington Post, Secretary of State Mike Pompeo, a longtime
evangelical, drew upon the Book of Revelations to defend the Trump administration’s drone-strike
assassination of Iranian Maj. General Soleimani, Pompeo has regularly referenced the “rapture” to
defend American support of Israel, among other positions. He is just one of the top White House
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officials, along with Vice President Pence, to attend an End Times bible study group, which informs
the domestic and foreign policy thinking of attendees.

Picture Pompeo and Pence
Picture Rapture book Picture rapture fires and capital
Picture trump and mouth and rapture, Trump being prayed for and with evangelicals.
As part of their mythology, Rapture based Christians believe that Israel must expand its territory in a
large way. This is one reason the Christian right is an instrumental part of the “Israel-can-do-nowrong” lobby in Washington. Ironically, the Christian Zionists also believe only 144,000 Jews will
survive the End Times. Pence and his followers believe God is on their side and any means justify
their end goals. Breaking existing laws and destroying the environment are justified in their mind. A
revealing documentary of Pence’s religious base is, “Waiting for Armageddon”

Picture Waiting for Armageddon book
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Trump is far more consistent in addressing and honoring his political base through political
appointments, pronouncements, than any Democratic party administration. Administrations and
candidates supported by the Democratic National Committee (DNC), like mine and my husband’s,
say things during the campaign to appeal to progressives and environmentalists. Then, once in
office, we court large corporate donations, from the same companies and rich individuals, who during
the campaign supported our opponents. I know that the Republican party will always field candidates
that the progressives detest, and so I feel safe in largely deserting my progressive base of
supporters, since they tend to hold their nose and vote for the lesser of two evils like myself.
Bernie Sanders was the first candidate, who successfully ran as a Democratic presidential contender,
and who broke that betrayal that is so much apart of the Democratic Party upper echelon.
Biden is following in the same tradition of assaulting the Bernie supporters, who might have voted for
him to defeat Trump, except Biden makes high profile announcements like “never banning fracking”
and he “might increase the military budget”. These pronouncements alienate Bernie type voters and
potential campaign volunteers. Biden is probably courting “big oil” and the “military industrial
complexes” campaign contributions with those announcements. To bad we DNC Democrats never
learned the lesson from Trump of being loyal to your voting base.
Probably, most literate people in America know that nuclear war and the current trajectory of climate
change pose major threats to all life on earth. There is one major threat that most Americans do not
know. This threat if launched (at technologically advanced countries), would be a severe blow to
humans in those countries, --- a full-scale cyber-attack. In developed countries the power grid, air
traffic, air plane, and train control systems, hospital monitoring and regulating systems, stop lights,
refining and storage systems, such as oil, gas, uranium, banking systems and phone systems are
largely controlled by software systems. A full-scale cyber-attack will cost thousands of lives and cost
billions in losses. This is why, launching a full-scale cyber-attack is judged by our government to be
so destructive that like a nuclear attack, the decision to launch rests solely with the President. If one
wants to see how serious this is, see the documentary film, Zero Days, with the former director of
both the NSA and CIA divulging some information many people in high places do not even know.
Many more countries than the nuclear armed group of countries can launch a full-scale cyber-attack.

Picture: General Hayden former Director of CIA and NSA
After the unsuccessful attempt to impeach Trump, he has started a purge of federal employees he
considers to be possibly disloyal to him no matter how outstanding the government service. He
appointed John McEntee, his former body man to head the purge, which so far has targeted women
in the Department of Defense with blocked appointments plus purging decorated Army veteran Lt.
Col. Alexander Vindman and his brother from the National Security Council. Think Caligula. Think
Nero. Think authoritarian dictatorship.
Some of Trump’s purges of honest career officers.
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Pictures: Lt. Col Vindman’s crime: telling the truth Kathryn Wheelbarger; Crime: having worked for Sen. John McCain

If one wants to get an interesting and entertaining look at how Trump came to be.
See the films “Where’s My Roy Cohen?” titled after a quote from Trump, and “Bombshell”

Picture: Where is my roy cohn?, Trump and cohn

Bombshell film

The Major Media is not democracy’s friend:
Since I am confessing my sins, probably one of the bigger ones committed by my husband and
myself was the Telecommunications Act of 1996. This act, which my husband signed into law,
allowed the start of major media mergers. It also prevents opposition to cell technologies, such as
the new roll-out of 5G, if local governments are opposed on health-related grounds. This
consolidation of ownership in America was recently put on steroids by Trump’s FCC appointees, who
have largely repealed media cross-ownership of multiple media businesses. These changes have
combined to allow America’s airwaves and wired communication channels to be dominated by a very
conservative bias. Fox News, Sinclair Broadcasting, Clear Channel, ATT and Comcast, are all
dominated by Republican management and ownership. The increasing dystopia in which we are
living is the direct product of the lack of objective information that can reach the majority of
American’s ears. The recent loss of net neutrality (repeal of Title II), orchestrated by the Trump
appointed Republican majority on the FCC, and the FCC continuing to allow increased media
consolidation, will make it hard for a Bernie type candidate to reach a base of youthful supporters
through the internet. These conservative media channels can now block or throttle candidates that
do not serve their company’s interests. Already with Title II repeal relatively new, the big telecoms
have been caught throttling and blocking content.
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Money is a major contributor to the lack of any real democracy in America. The Trumps and we
Clintons have been very much influenced by major contributions. Most Americans do not know the
specifics of that influence and have never heard of the Princeton University study by Gilens & Page,
which exposed the gory details. Their research found that the number of Americans for or against
any idea has no impact on the likelihood that Congress will make it law.
One thing that does have an influence? Money. While the opinions of the bottom 90% of income
earners in America have a “statistically non-significant impact,” economic elites, business interests,
and people who can afford lobbyists still carry major influence. The non-profit Represent.us has
exposed the details in an amusing way at: https://act.represent.us/sign/the-problem.
show graph from Princeton study
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Picture: of Princeton study related to policy

One of the most egregious lack-of-real-information from the major media, are the real reasons that
police can get away with killing unarmed civilians.
Bernie, was the only national candidate brave enough to articulate the cause and the solution to this
reoccurring and costly, in both economic and security terms, problem. Bernie, knows that a local
District Attorney will not survive politically if they prosecute the police zealously for these killings, so
he proposed taking the prosecution away from the local law structure.
What is worrisome is that this extraordinary political power of local police unions, who largely block
real prosecution of police, is almost completely ignored the media. Perhaps, it is because the news
media (local and national) tend to not cover any story that indirectly threatens their monetary
equivalent of the Christmas season for retailers, that is, the political ad season.
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Picture: quote about police and white nationalist
A question I am often asked, is why does Trump always have a solid 35% of Americans, who support
him no matter how much harm he is doing to them and to their children? This question of unwavering
support is one that John Dean, the once hot-shot young attorney for President Nixon, has grappled
with since he saw his fellow Republicans support candidates and policies that were lowering their
quality of life and ultimately leading to their and everyone else’s destruction.
Professor Bob Altemeyer seems to have provided Dean with the data and the answers to this
question of why authoritarian destructive leaders always seem to have an unwavering 35% or so of
backers. These followers of strong bellicose leaders want candidates who will offer kick-ass,
unnuanced, simple solutions. They want to turn their lives over to the Leader and close their minds to
new information. These are the Rush Limbaugh Ditto-heads, these are the people who only listen to
Fox News or to its equivalent on radio. These are the people Donald Trump was referring to when he
said on national TV that “…he could shoot somebody in broad daylight on Fifth Avenue and it would
make no difference to his backers…”
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Prof. Bob Altemeyer Trump and supports shit

Apparently, approximately 35% of the population latching on to a strong authoritarian leader spans
cultures and allows the current authoritarian allies of Trump to be selected as leaders of countries
with quasi-democracies such as Brazil, Egypt, Turkey, and the Philippines. Perhaps there is a
genetic trait, or as Professor Altemeyer deduces “..there is evidence that authoritarian followers are
more afraid than most people. And, that they were trained in self-righteousness, and ethnocentric
thinking in early age”.
Whatever the reason, this 35% of the population will likely always offer their support to strong,
authoritarian candidates. The erosion of democracy through voter suppression, gerrymandering,
voter role purging and vote flipping in electronic systems without true auditability, plus a compliant
major media that almost never investigates election malfeasance: these are factors that allow the
small percent of sociopathic ambitious people to have a solid 35% base to steal democracy from the
majority of marginally open-minded and less self-destructive voters.
Link percent breakdown of Trump supporters with descriptions and examples:
http://knowthecandidates.org/ktc/hillaryscript2020/Trumpsupporterprofile1.pdf
Speaking of Rush Limbaugh Ditto-heads, Trump in a very high-profile way awarded the Medal of
Freedom, the nation’s highest civilian honor to Rush. Here is a quick look at some of Limbaugh’s
quotes.

Pictures: Rush Limbaugh receiving Medal of Freedom from President Trump and cartoon
Quotes from Rush Limbaugh

“We need segregated buses for kids”
“Let the unskilled jobs that take absolutely no knowledge whatsoever to do — let stupid and unskilled
Mexicans do that work.”
“You’re a foreigner. You shut your mouth, or you get out.”
“You know who deserves a posthumous Medal of Honor? James Earl Ray [the confessed assassin of
Martin Luther King]. We miss you, James. Godspeed.”
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“I mean, let’s face it, we didn’t have slavery in this country for over 100 years because it was a bad
thing. Quite the opposite: slavery built the South. I’m not saying we should bring it back; I’m just
saying it had its merits. For one thing, the streets were safer after dark.”
[To an African American female caller]: “Take that bone out of your nose and call me back.”
“Obama, Barack the Magic Negro”
The hopeful side of this dark 35% characteristic, by deduction one can assume that 65% of humanity
does not tend to stab themselves in the back, if given real information.
Is there hope?
I know my coming clean about the state of our nation can be depressing, but at the top of the pyramid
of problems that affect all others is a small set of intertwined problems. Solve those and the rest will
fall away. I have divided them into two categories.
For the coming 2020 election, the most important are:
1) Implement truly democratic elections, that is, eliminate voter suppression, and unfair voter role
purging. Provide scientifically valid audits (like risk-limiting audits) for all elections to prevent
electronic or other vote tampering. Otherwise Trump will steal another election. Related to
preventing another theft of an election: attempt to pressure the major networks, who pay Edison
Research to do election day exit polling, have them order Edison not to change the results of the exit
polls (usually around 11 pm) to conform to the “actual vote”. That is, post actual vote and exit poll
vote side by side which will serve as small check and balance. If they would have done that in 2016 it
would have allowed the public to see the unambiguous thief in three swing states.

Pictures Election day holiday

Respect Protect vote

2) Decrease the influence of big money on elections
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She was trying to vote cartoon

Picture Liberals think Russia
3)Have more diverse and less consolidated major media using our free air waves and bring back net
neutrality internet.

Picture: smashed tv
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Fox News Facts do not matter

Sinclair

Eliminate these three corruptions of our system and a candidate of Bernie’s caliber could be elected
President. Of course, easier said than done.
Also, realize in the Democratic Primary for 2020, there were a number of candidates that in some
ways were almost as good as Bernie, here are a few: Elizabeth Warren, Cory Booker, Tulsi Gabbard,
and Andrew Yang.
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Picture: Bernie, Warren, Cory, Gabbard, Yang
Unfortunately, like myself in 2016, the major medias favorite Democratic candidate is Joe Biden, who
committed most of the same travesties that I did. At least he has recently made a small effort to listen
to Bernie and incorporate some of his policies in his campaign.
Would Joe be better for America than Trump? Of course, light years better, because Trump is the
modern equivalent of most destructive dictators in history, but with much more power to destroy
everything and everybody, and he likely will.
The two life-threatening Apocalyptic events that are looming in October- November 2020 are:
1) As previously discussed: uncontrollable climate change positive feedback loops will kick-in due to
the rapid release of methane via methane hydrate under the ice pack, which will start the same
extinction event that killed 90% of life on earth 250 million years ago. This has more chance of
happening by 2022, than November of 2020, but could still happen anytime since it is a very nonlinear event.

Picture: Methane machine gun

Dahr, Methane Apocalyptic
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2)
a) Watch out for an October Surprise event from Trump, like, invading Venezuela or a naval blockade
of it and/or Cuba or attacking Iran. Or some high profile American based set-up, encouragement and
then entrapment of some misguided progressives attempting something violent. Anything to bolster
American’s insecurity about changing leadership during a perceived crisis.
b) Trump may lose the election in November and his largely violent, well-armed supporters will start a
civil war, and initiate it by murdering and/or imprisoning people they perceive as progressive
(normally not well-armed). In Oregon and other ground zero communities, progressives are starting
to arm themselves to counter Trump’s violent supporters. A similar uptick in gun sales in Trump’s
supporter demographic, occurred just before Trump was selected in 2016.
c) The third possibility in November 2020 is another soft-coup, where the Trump machine cheats
enough to be selected by the electoral system, and the major media compliantly does not look to the
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wide spread Republican election fraud it took to achieve that result. Four more years of Trump may
be more dangerous to America and the world then the previous two scenarios.

Picture: 5 stages of Fascism
END
Also, other ideas about style see doc film “I’m not your negro .. James Baldwin for style and language.
and Tony Kushner’s ONLY WE WHO GUARD THE MYSTERY SHALL BE UNHAPPY (Laura Bush in heaven reading to
dead Iraqi children). Also, Hillary a ghost in the future looking back at the dystopia.
ADD: 1) Add comic relief though out
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